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THE GREEN SHEET 
  Gulfstream Park Selections 
       By, John M. Gaver III 

 www.johngaver.com 
 
 
Gulfstream Park: 2017-18 Championship Meeting 
Seventh Day: Sunday, December 10, 2017 
Post Time: 12:35 P.M. Eastern 
Gulfstream Meet Stats: 62-18-13-10—29%W, 66%ITM 
 
Note: Selections are made in order, first through fourth 
 
 
RACE ONE 
(#8)RUSSIAN GREEK: Good fit for $6,250 tag; dictates pace, capable fresh   
(#6)ABTAAL: 2-for-2 off claim at GPW; won lone prior start at Gulfstream 
(#1)DONEGAL HALL: Back on the right level; wheeled back off 8 days rest 
(#5)DIZZY GILLESPIE: Like the cutback to 1-turn trip; blinkers “on” noted 
 
SELECTIONS: 8-6-1-5 
 
 
RACE TWO 
(#9)TOUCH OF QUALITY: Won 3-of-5 on GP weeds, should relish “good” turf   
(#3)BISTRO MONCUR: Loves GP weeds but prefers “firm” going; underlay? 
(#12)R SWEET EXCHANGE: Placed in 7-of-13 turf starts but is a tick cheap 
(#11)PARA VIVIR: Exits conditioned ranks; placed in 60% of 2017 starts 
 
SELECTIONS: 9-3-12-11 
 
 
RACE THREE 
(#1)FLEMISH CAP: The lone speed; can wire this field at a square price   
(#4)GIUSEPPE THE GREAT: Chalk sitting on “bullet” move; 0-for-2 at GP 
(#2)RED CRESCENT: 3rd behind top choice 3 back; vulnerable vs. open foes 
(#6)PRINCE TITO: Lingering moisture in track suits; distance the x-factor 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-4-2-6 
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RACE FOUR 
(#10)FINAL FLURRY: Turf-to-dirt, route-to-sprint play for a sharp barn   
(#7)LITTLE FLORENTINA: Cooked early in “fast” track debut; gets L. Saez 
(#2)APPEALING MUSIC: Well-bred, took action on debut; blinks “on” noted 
(#5)MAMINKA: Checked hard at the start on debut; deserves another shot 
 
SELECTIONS: 10-7-2-5 
 
 
RACE FIVE—OFF TURF (7F, main track) 
(#3)MCMANAMAN: 7F on dirt in his wheelhouse; sire’s get are precocious   
(#11)HE’S TRUE BREW: First start for a tag; barn hitting at 20% clip in ‘17 
(#4)FLEDERMAUS: Never off board on turf; dirt breeding from distaff side 
(#6)ALFREDO: Like the slight cutback in distance; he’ll be tighter this time 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-11-4-6 
 
 
RACE SIX—OFF TURF (7F, main track) 
(#13)MO BOURBON: Has useful main track form off claim; fits for $16K tag   
(#14)INDIAN SCOUT: Mud lark at best in slop, hood “on”; drying out strip? 
(#15)PERP: Turns back to 1-turn trip; love the turf-to-dirt play; overlay? 
(#1)WOODBURN: He’s at his best around one-turn; local record a concern 
 
SELECTIONS: 13-14-15-1 
 
 
RACE SEVEN 
(#3)TREASURE IN HEAVEN: Big debut try from 12-hole; holds all the aces   
(#5)MUCHACHA UNO: Love Macho Uno fillies; training forwardly of late 
(#4)DREAMS ARE FREE: Faced a nice filly in sloppy debut; sharp blowout 
(#2)SHOW GIRL: Gray cost $300K; Casse capable with first-timers, 2YOs 
 
SELECTIONS: 3-5-4-2 
 
 
RACE EIGHT 
(#7)BLUE HARBOR: Drops, loves the grass in Hallandale Beach; fires fresh   
(#9)TOTAL JOINT: Very consistent, high percentage outfit; a tick cheap 
(#10)GENERAL MCGOOBY: Beaten a length in $75K stake at GPW in last 
(#8)TRICKED UP: Should like forgiving ground; drops from Grade 3 stakes 
 
SELECTIONS: 7-9-10-8 
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RACE NINE 
(#1)CAN’T SAY NO: Hood on, “bullet” in holster; love the cutback to 6F   
(#8)I IDOLIZE YOU: Plenty of upside for “live” barn; class hike = good price 
(#6)FORTUNE COOKIE: Tardy start costly at CD; Rosario picks up mount 
(#9)OH MY WARRIOR: 1-paced in lone “fast” track start; hood the answer? 
 
SELECTIONS: 1-8-6-9 
 
 
RACE TEN 
(#2)NONNO NINO: Doles out the fractions in paceless heat; longshot special   
(#5)STUCK WITH YOU: Improving; 7F on dirt hits him between the eyes 
(#11)REVOLVING SON: Game on grass in debut; bred to handle main track 
(#13)MIAGO: Makes first start for a tag for Sano barn; Johnny V. gets call 
 
SELECTIONS: 2-5-11-13 
 
 
 
 
  


